LET OUR CHILDREN LOVE THE SCHOOL
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Children will go back to school again ten-month school work. Most are eager, others hate and seem depressed, anxious and worry. If others are like them, how much it will be late on?

School is said to be the second home of the children and teachers are the second parents, let them feel that they are special when they are in the school. Make somethings’ different to love their second home.

It is a challenge to us dear teachers because there are heterogeneous learners enrolled in our class. From the beginning of the school year, ease their fear by showing care and concern whether they are old, new or transferee. Let them feel that they are belong to the class no matter what. Give happiness and enjoyment to everyone to develop social skills. The more we get together the happier are we. Treat them equally. Take away discrimination. Prove that they are entered in a child-friendly school and free from bullying. Maintain a good and harmonious relationship with them. Avoid blaming because it leads from nothing. Dialogues can easily solve the problems may arise, it can open the eyes of both party and lead to improved relationship. A simple touch on their shoulder, a simple word “I am here” can ease their pain. Remove the barriers that blocked in between. Understand their feelings with the heart. Show that you are not only a teacher to them rather a friend that they can lean on.
Remember that dealing with the children take an everlasting patient, dedication and love. Teacher must examine closely. Whatever problems encountered by the learners in or out of the school, let the children a school-lover forever.
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